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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,since ancient times philosophers and physicists have tried  to discover simple underlying principles that control the universe. In the 6th century BC,Thales [See mathex4.html@nbci] declared "everything is water".Aristotle believed all of creation was forged from 4 elements,earth,air fire and water [see magic.html@nbci].Newton more successfully laid down the law of universal gravitation,and as we speak contemporary scientists are struggling to complete the task of string theory [see dimens.html@nbci],the quest to find a single overarching equation that underpins all physics,and can perhaps explain the organisation of everything in existence [see refer.html {Theory of Everything}].
But are the laws of physics really facts of life? Is what is true in physics,true in all areas of existence,is it even true in other areas of physics? With me is Mark Bucannon,author of a new book called "Ubiquity",which claims to identify universal principles that can underlie everything from an avalanche to a world war to a crash in the stock exchange [see chaosflr.html@nbci] to a forest fire.
 We also joined by the physicist Frank Close [Who revels in being able to make the anagram "cornflakes" out of his name -LB],author of "Lucifer's Legacy - the meaning of assymetry" and by Nancy Cartwright,Professor of Philosophy at the LSE and author of "The Dappled World - a study of the boundaries of science".
 Frank Close [Ref: Video BB11: RI Lecture "The Cosmic Onion"],some people claim that Aristotle held back science with his insistence on the 4 elements,earth,air,fire and water [I know people who think it's still the case -LB] and this search for simplicity was rather damaging,would you agree with that?

Frank Close : Well I don't think it was damaging,it's certainly the case that intrigues me that 3000 years,science has progressed very successfully on the belief that there is some unity behind it all that we're trying to elucidate out of the complexity that we see around us,and although it's progressed that way successfully and I personally think that is the way forward, I've begun to ask myself a question quite often as to whether there really is a unity out there that we're walking towards,or whether we're trying to impose a unity for psychological reasons on something which is actually very complex.

[That's how I see it,is there order in the universe,or just a map of a human brains imposition on a universe which is highly complex.Or is the apparent order a reflection of our being part of the universe? And we see aspects of ourselves in it? Truly this is why the religious see design and yet the design happens anyway via rules.Mathematics works as a description because it moulds itself to Nature,like the foam seats built for racing drivers,it might not be the description,but it's the only one that is likely to service man with any degree of accuracy -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  When Newton was searching for his laws,was he searching for a source of truths of Nature or truths of the laws of physics d'you think?

Frank Close : Certainly Newton made a great advance in bringing together things that at first sight you'd never think were related at all [As Roger Penrose has done in "The Emperor's New Mind" -LB],I mean to be able to realise that a falling apple is controlled by the same law of gravity as we now call it,to the way that the Moon goes round the Earth and the Earth round the Sun,was a tremendous insight,and I often wonder if the Earth had actually been covered by cloud,so that we'd never known of the stars and the Moon,whether Newton would've been able to do what he did whether science would have developed in a different way and order,and if we ever meet aliens from another planet,it would be nice to know if their science developed the same way as ours.

[We might also not have conceptualised God or heaven if the clouds were an impenetrable ceiling -LB]

But Newton certainly was a great figure in the development of science,and I think it is simplistic but perhaps also arguably true that if you want to say where did modern science begin,it was with Newton.

Melvyn Bragg :  Mark Bucannon,how would you define a law of physics?

Mark Bucannon : I think a law of physics generally is some pattern that is first observed somewhere in Nature whether at the sub atomic level or at the level of say ordinary materials,liquids and gases,that is so simple that it seems to cry out for some explanation.There are all kinds of patterns.There are extremely complex patterns that don't look much like meaningful patterns at all,and if you see a patterns like that,you generally don't try to make inferences about laws,underlying those patterns. However if you notice that you a gas into a box and measure the pressure and volume and temperature and always find that those 3 numbers fall on some extremely simple and orderly curve that follows a very simple equation,you can be pretty sure that there's some underlying order to that system,and so I think,what a law is in my mind is really an extremely simple and elegant way of describing some kind of order that we have recognised in Nature,and also that we have come to understand a little bit about where that  order comes from in terms of deeper principles.

Melvyn Bragg :  If a law such as Newton's first law of motion,every body perseveres in a state of rest,works in one area of physics,is it sensible to assume that it would working another area.

Mark Bucannon : Of yes and no I think for instance we no that Newton's laws apply to galaxies and stars and planets,and there's overwhelming evidence that that's true,we wouldn't just blindly take Newton's law and try to apply it to you know the behaviour of say pressures and volumes of a gas.

Melvyn Bragg : Nancy Cartwright,Newton's laws were worked out in a mathematical way through observation and abstract thinking [see mathex4a.html@nbci],and they're about physics. He called them laws of Nature,and they really do seem to work in the real world.
What does that tell you?

Nancy Cartwright : Well...

Melvyn Bragg :  The laws of gravity put men on the moon that sort of thing?

Nancy Cartwright : It tells me that we could have a lot of confidence because we've had 200 years of using them or more. We came have a lot of confidence that when we run into systems which are very similar to the kinds that we've been studying that Newton's laws will continue to give very good,very precise,very accurate descriptions of new cases.

[With the advent of Chaos Newton can never be "accurate" enough,Chaos works because in order for Newton to work with accuracy one must be 100% accurate. This cannot happen,and Chaos arises out of the inability to comply with Newton.The use of Newton's laws to  plant men on the moon is testimony to the fact that Chaos is real -LB]

So it was one of the things that Mark mentioned,it was a great breakthrough of Newton's in contrast to the,in contrast to the previous Aristotelian physics. It was a plank in Newton's platform to say that heavenly bodies and Earthy bodies were the same,and would obey the same kind of laws. Previous to that,it was thought there was terrestrial mechanics and celestial mechanics and that there were different kinds of bodies that behaved in different ways,and Newton said,"No wherever you've got masses,they're going to behave in the same way,whether they are the masses of planets or the masses of cannonballs or as turns out later,the masses of molecules.So I think the success of Newton's laws over very very long period of detailed predictions that work out,provide us with very good reason to think that when we encounter systems which are like those systems that we've been looking at before,and which are in the kinds of environments in which we've looked at them before,we can expect to get to use Newton's laws to make very accurate predictions.It doesn't tell us I think,what we should expect when we encounter different kinds of systems.

Melvyn Bragg : Just a second Frank,do you think that fundamental rules can be found and applied right across physics physics then Nancy Cartwright?

Nancy Cartwright : I think we do not have sufficient evidence to put a lot of money in that programme! (giggles)
 We've had...Franks said that there were these....this history of looking for unity and finding it in that science had been driven for 3000 years that way,but it is important to remember the history of science is the history of both successes and failures,and that's lot and lots of hunts for unity have failed and a few have succeeded and that as well as learning about some things that are unified,we've learned that - at different periods - that some things are disunified.

[If one invokes the monism derived from a single deity presumed to be the instigator of the universe,this is a bit of a problem for that concept,if we've discovered disunity,is that man's failings or does it show God (or nature) is not one singular unified thing. The lack of discovery of unity does not necessarily mean it isn't there,although the inability to tie the laws of the micro to the laws of the macro might be a fundamental disunity.
I think it is a problem of practical imposition,man will find some way of tying it together,purely out out of the drive to have laws that comply with what is observed,but what if there were two or more independent systems vying in competition with each other,is this the source of the God/Devil,Yin-Yang,Good-Evil,order-chaos duality? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Let's stick to the laws of physics for the moment.

Nancy Cartwright : Yes.

Melvyn Bragg : Because let's try and sort that out in the limited time available,you're saying it seems to me that the laws of physics as discovered even by Newton cannot be applied right across physics,that they refer to a special limited area of experience,knowledge and so on?

Nancy Cartwright : Yes.What I'm saying is that.....

Melvyn Bragg : And what you're....yeah.

Nancy Cartwright : ....our evidence for them is that they apply in these limited experiences.

Melvyn Bragg :  On the law of gravity for example you say," that it has limitations",because we're talking about closed systems [see entropy.nbci and rmind1.html {1.Argument from analogy} @nbci],I've read your book so could you just tell the listeners what you mean by that and why you think the law of gravity has limitations and what those are?

Nancy Cartwright : Yes,let me give a very controversial and striking example. Contrast dropping cannon balls off the leaning tower of Pisa,with an experiment that drops instead paper tissues off the leaning tower of Pisa.The first case when you drop the cannon ball,the cannon ball, the motion of the motion of the cannon ball is affected by the pull of the Earth.
In the second case the motion of the tissue let us imagine is affected by the pull of the Earth and the push of wind.

[The wind is irrelevant.Gravity works on mass.The wind is taken into account,as in the case of the feather as another parameter.If Nancy means "closed system" in that wind is not included then that maybe true -LB]

Now in the first case we have the law of motion,  F=Ma,and....

Melvyn Bragg :  Force equals mass, acceleration,right.

Nancy Cartwright : Force equals mass times acceleration,the basic law of motion very familiar from GCSE science,and it...can we apply this law to a study of the cannon ball? Yes we can because even though when I describe the cannon ball I said it's motion was affected by the pull of the Earth,and the pull of the Earth is not any of those words I said,it's not force it's, not mass, it's not acceleration

[The force on the cannonball is defined as the acceleration upon it induced by it's mass.The acceleration exists because of the mass of the Earth.Newton's laws describe the force of mutual attraction between two bodies of mass in terms of how fast they move towards each other,which is observed and measure.There is a relationship between the mass and the acceleration -LB]

We know,because Newton taught us how to think of the pull of the Earth in terms of these more abstract concepts of physics.Newton taught us the law of gravity.
[See gravity.html@nbci where Mr Martin thinks Newton is wrong -LB]

So that the pull....

Melvyn Bragg :  We know about gravitational pull.Now what's the contrast with the paper hanky?

Nancy Cartwright : Well the contrast with the wind is that with the paper tissue is that we'd like to use the law of motion F...Force equals mass times acceleration. We know it's subject to the pull of the Earth,so we know that the pull of the Earth exerts the force of gravity,but what about the push of the wind?
Push of the wind isn't something that we have a law that tells us what it does.

[What utter rubbish,of course we do,apart from the fact that wind resistance is negated in gravity.Wind resistance is taken into account later,as too can the net velocity of any given force from something like wind.Along with the modern nonlinear sciences working in meteorology there is a copious description of this situation. Nancy misses the entire point that Newton's laws aren't supposed to take wind push into account -LB]

So in order to bring the tissue,the behaviour of the tissue into and under the laws of physics we have to figure out some way to be able represent the push of the wind as a proper force in physics,and you're not allowed to do it just in an ad-hoc way,we actually have,in the case of the pull of gravity,we have a formula,and so the question is,whether or not the push of the wind can be brought into the domain of physics.

[As far as I know this has already been done! -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : It seems to me what you're saying is that these laws work within closed systems. If you've got a closed system deep inside a thermos,inside a battery or you've got a clear almost controlled experiment,like cannonballs from Pisa,no messing,gravitational pull,bang,then you're okay.
If you've got systems outside that,then the laws of nature are almost contradict sometimes or interfere with the law of physics.

Nancy Cartwright : They interfere.

Melvyn Bragg : Frank Close,Frank Close what's your view on that?

Frank Close : I don't think it's that they interfere.What it is,is that the law of gravity is very simple to apply,when you've just got two bodies,like the Sun and the Earth. The moment yet a third body in there,the moon for example,you've got the Sun on the Earth,the Earth on the Moon,the Sun on the Moon,already at that level of three,it's almost impossible to solve.

[Frank is referring to the "three-body problem" or "N-body problem" where Chaos can arise with only 3 bodies. See solarsys.html,loglimit.html@nbci]

And so you have to start making approximations,the moment you're dealing with the wind,it's getting extremely difficult that's why the weather forecasting is so difficult [See forecast.html@nbci] the basic underlying laws at the level of atoms and molecules and gravity and so forth we know. We can work them out an apply them to individual bits and pieces,but when you look at large systems where you've got lots of these things competing together,it becomes at the very least a problem for a computer to solve and even then it becomes very impractical.

[The mathematics of the net behaviour of systems,is what seemingly Nancy doesn't appreciate,if she does it's not apparent in what she's saying -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Mark Bucannon,in your book "Ubiquity",it seems to me the book starts with these three scientists at the end of the 80s sprinkling grains of sand one at a time onto a table top,they did it through a computer because it would have taken a lot of time and dexterity to do it manually,and then what happened?

[This is rather like proving the 4 colour theorem using a computer though,the computer only has our idea of the way nature works to go off.Even if there is precedent that the laws are true in the computer (a chaotic pendulum works in a computer and for real the same way - See F.Vivaldi expmaths.html@nbci) one maybe only seeing something in the computer which is of  the computer not of the world,this begs the question what "of the world" means when we only have human -brain models of it -LB]

Mark Bucannon : What they discovered to just get it out in the open is a generic pattern of dynamics and change that occurs in the sandpile,but that also turns out to...well mathematical signatures of it show up in many other settings.
 Now,one of the interesting things is if you did this experiment with droplets of water say on the top of a lake,you'd get very boring results,because you'd drop a drop in,the waves..ripples would go away,and the lake would be a tiny,tiny bit higher and that,you could do that all day and you'd never find anything very interesting.
What's interesting about a pile of grains,is that it's an extremely...it's an irreversible situation,so you drop the grains,the pile builds up,each grain when you drop it,it falls it gets locked in place,and affect the silhouette of the top of the pile and when future grains get dropped on top they always get dropped on top of the setting that's already occurred,so every grain gets locked in place,and affects the whole future out of which this pile grows.
So,it's a very simple non -equilibrium or irreversible process,and so the reason people.. physicists are interested in it is it's so simple that one has a chance to hope to try to come to some deeper understanding of it. So anyway,what these three physicists found,is that as the pile grows,it ultimately reaches a steady state where as many grains on average fall off the edge of the table as you drop in from the top and it comes to be poised in a state of extreme unpredictability and instability,which is called the critical state. How this instability manifests itself is that when you drop the very next grain,you cannot only not predict the details of what's going to happen where the avalanche is going to be,and how it's going to progress,and where all the different grains are going to end up in the end,but you cannot even predict the rough magnitude of what's going to happen,so the grain may just fall and stick and trigger nothing at all,or it may trigger an avalanche involving ten or a hundred or a thousand or a million grains,and there's a particular mathematical rule known as a "power law",which indicates that there is no sense in the idea of their being an average size or typical characteristic size for the avalanche that occurs.
There's really a kind of democracy of scale at work in this problem,so the system treats avalanches of all sizes as being effectively equivalent.

Melvyn Bragg : I know this is...I don't think this is simplifying what you're doing but I want to just move to what I think is the centre of it,and then bring the other two in.
What we're talking about is the critical state,the critical state is where something happens to this sand.The critical state you also see in crashes of stock markets [See chaosflr.html @nbci].Huge forest fires where there haven't been huge forest fires,and so on,world wars,the firs world war's a wonderful example of that,a man takes the wrong turning,a student kills two people,bang away we go for 4 years,and then make for the next 6 years,and so on and so forth.
No one thing that worries that I caught...one thing caught in the book, you talk of the special organisation of the critical state but yet you also say,that you...the result of running these avalanches of sand through computer after computer to find a pattern was the result that there was no result,so I can't work out what the special organisation of the critical state is that applies to all these things,if after they've run it through again an again,they can't tell when an avalanche is going to occur,you say you can't tell when this big forest fire is going occur and so on and so forth,although there is a critical state condition around so I haven't quite got it.

[This is the essence of the "unpredictability" that makes future telling an impossibility -LB]

Mark Bucannon : There is a very definite pattern that emerges in the system,and which is the signature of the critical state. However it doesn't emerge at the level of individual events. So you cannot predict what the next grain of sand is going to trigger,whether it's a small avalanche or intermediate size,or a large avalanche.

Melvyn Bragg : Or none at all?

Mark Bucannon : However,you can predict that if you do drop a million grains,and count up how many large avalanches,how many intermediate avalanches,how many small ones there are,and make a plot of those statistics,there's a very definite pattern that emerges at the level of many events and the statistics of those events.

Melvyn Bragg : How does that work with world wars,financial organisations and forest fires? 

Mark Bucannon : Again,again...

Melvyn Bragg : How does that same system pull over to there,because the real experiment you've got is  looking for earthquakes and that doesn't come off in your book.

Mark Bucannon :  Er,well it does,there's....

Melvyn Bragg : Well it doesn't,the guys who turned up like waiting for the sort of second coming (laughter) for the earthquake,"with our best instruments in the world" you say," never have so many instruments from so many geophysicists,been in one spot at the same time,they worked out the earth quake was going to happen,it was 12 years ago it still hasn't turned up.

[This misses the point,such systems can have a wide margin for error,this is similar to the notions I suggested over risk in cost4.rtf and com6.rtf.the "accuracy" that Nancy was alluding to amounts to large discrepancies because of the reasons Frank gave of compounding error the more objects are in that system.That's why statistics is the only thing that can give any clue in complex systems.Trying to tease out individual actions is a nightmare.As I have it elsewhere,the best computer model of the universe is the universe -LB]

Frank Close : Mark would say "Keep waiting".

Mark Bucannon : I'd say..exactly...I agree with that completely,the trouble is that an earthquake it appears now from the mathematics is an event of the very same kind as one of these large avalanches triggered by a single grain.

Melvyn Bragg : Frank Close.

Frank Close : There's two different things here which I think have got a it confused up, there's power laws and there's critical states and these are quite different in my mind.
Power laws are much simpler to understand.if you throw a potato against a wall,and it breaks into lots of bits,and there'll be a lot of small pieces,there'll be a few large pieces,and what the power laws show you is that,if I compare those of 1mm size of those of 2mm size,there'll be half as many of the latter

[As I understand it this is "on average" not in actuality.It is the failure to appreciate this that has made critics of science say "Why isn't there half there then?" if they do throw a potato against a wall.The inability to appreciate the difference between what happens over the long term [on aggregate] and what happens in a single event is a source for much confusion amongst those not familiar with science -LB]

If I then compare the 2mm with the 4mm they'll be half as many of the 4mm and so on and so forth,and it doesn't matter how big you are,when you compare this big with twice as big you get the same ratio each time,that's the sort of power law.
 Now when does this happen and when doesn't it happen? It happens when you're far away from anything that's quote "important in the problem". For example,the potato,there's two critical sizes,there's the size of the potato,you obviously can't get a bigger bit than that.At the other extreme you've got the very small molecules,that make up the potato,you can't get smaller than that.
As long as we're talking about bits of a potato that much bigger than molecules and much smaller than potatoes,these power laws happen.When things get interesting is when you get to the size of the molecules and then you start getting very detailed that happen which are inherently unpredictable,and that is when critical phenomena that Mark is referring to I think really come into their own.
Earthquakes the rule there is,you can't predict when an earthquake will happen,but you know that there will be more earthquakes of size 5 on the Richter scale than of size 6,and in turn of size 7,they get rarer and rarer as you go bigger and bigger,but there's no inherent limit to the size of earthquakes,they just become rarer and rarer.

Melvyn Bragg : But isn't the basis of science predictability.

Franks Close : Er,yes and no,it depends what you mean by predictability.....

Melvyn Bragg : Well if you do the same experiment again you get the same result,that's what I mean by predictability.

Franks Close :  Oh in that case,er yes,I think the experiment here is that if you wait 50 years I can predict say that half of us will be dead.

[Note again,that this is a theoretical in principle prediction,based on the longevity of human life,and Frank's prediction although sound,will have a margin of error,in each set of 50 years approximately half will die,over the long term on aggregate,the figure will more closely resemble the limit of half.This is like tossing a coin, on average the coin comes up heads just as much as tails,that does not stop runs of heads or tails from happening,and if one were to measure over the short term one could get H,H,H,H,which would appear to defeat the 50:50 ratio,giving 100% heads and 0% tails,50:50 is a theoretical limit on the average and describes the net behaviour of the system,not any actual single event.It describes the "potential of the outcome" of any event to be either heads or tails.What actually happens to any one event is a different problem. See mathex4.html {Coin of Tyche} -LB]

And if we wait another 50 years,another half of people then will be dead,but when exactly we will die in that period,is inherently unpredictable.Now I regard that as science on statistical sense,not on a day to day sense.

[This is a good image of the half life decay of nuclear particles.On the average one can say half will decay in a given period,but when one actually decays is unpredictable.This observed half life is a measured quantity,and particles conform to it,it is not a theory in the sense of a guess that may or may not be true -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : I want to bring it back to the title of your book,you call it "Ubiquity" and we all know what that means,and you write "at the heart of our story,lies the discovery that networks of things of all kinds",I'm quoting,"atoms,molecules,species,people,and even ideas,have a marked tendency to organise along similar lines"
 Now that's a big claim,and it's back to the idea that everything is water of Thales,and onto the Theory of Everything,which is being worked on.
 Can you just say briefly what in your book would persuade us that that was the case.

[This is the distinction I make between a belief and knowledge or understanding.If one were to read Mark's book and be "persuaded" it was the case,one is merely believing Mark.
If one truly understands the reasoning behind his claim and sees it applies,one has knowledge that it is so or that it maybe so. One can be persuaded that the moon is made of cheese,that does mean the moon has to conform to your idea of it! -LB]

Mark Bucannon : Well there's two levels,I think of persuasion,the first level is that the mathematical form for the statistics of events,large events,intermediate events,small events,that conform to this pattern that Frank described called a "power law",it shows up in earthquakes,it shows up in forest fires,it shows up in the fluctuations of financial markets,if you look at how much prices change over say a day,over a week,it shows up in the statistics of the number of citations that scientific research papers receive,you find very few papers that receive a huge number of citations,very many that receive a few citations,and nevertheless over the whole range there's a terrifically simple mathematical formula which is the power law,and physicists only know of a few mechanisms that can give rise to power laws,and one of these is this notion of the critical state,and it seems to be the most widespread possible explanation for this particular kind of pattern.
There's a deeper answer and unfortunately it's a bit technical,but it goes into a concept which is known as universality,and it's called critical state universality,

[Here we see that Mark is refraining from covering the subject in "technical matter" for the benefit of his audience which includes people trained at university. In order to communicate the ideas fully he would have to bring to bear the subject that most terrifies people - mathematics,it's such a shame that because of this people like Mel are still saying "I don't quite get it" or "I don't see how it applies to everything". The scientist is in the awful stew of having to explain why it is so,without drawing on the one thing that shows it is!
 The scientist might well be urged to say "If only you understood the maths,it would be readily apparent",but if he did this he would be accused of a patronising high brow elitist attitude, looking down his nose at inferiors.Or if he says "Well because you don't know maths I can't explain",the audience shrugs in a huff,and figures it's not worth trying to find out,from such a one as he,who won't go the extra length to explain.
As long as their is an attitude of resenting number as a form of communication,ideas such as those Mark is presenting will be lost on even university educated people,let alone lay persons -LB]

The critical state was discovered originally not in the context of a sand pile,but in the context of what physicists call a "phase transition",this is when a liquid turns into a vapour,and...or a magnet...if you heat it in a furnace eventually becomes not a magnet,it loses it's magnetic power,this is called....it changes from one phase of organisation to another phase of organisation.This is widespread in nature,many materials do it,and if you poise a material right on the boundary between two phases,then you find this critical state organisation and it turns out that extremely different substances that have no similarities in their molecular workings show exactly the same critical state behaviour,even down to the numbers,you know,several significant figures,describing the exact precise patterns in this critical state,and there is a deep theoretical reason why it tuns out that the details don't matter.
So it's very plausible that one can find the same kind of organisation welling up in systems such as the level of earthquakes or forest fires.

Melvyn Bragg : Frank Close,can you comment on that in terms of theories of everything and the present state of a theory which explains everything? First of all,do you think that,that theory is lurking around at the moment?

Frank Close : You keep hearing this,and I'm actually very sceptical,that when you look back in history,people have at various epochs thought that they had got a theory of everything,and what they really meant was "we've got a theory of everything,that we are currently aware of".

[That's essentially how I see it -LB]

I think that Nature has a very sobering effect on us,which is it reminds us that we are not as clever as we think,that in the last century they thought that they had got an understanding of everything,that was then known,mechanics,electromagnetism,and so forth,there was a little problem on the background which was called "the black body radiation problem"and that led to Quantum Theory,which completely revolutionised science and developed the 20th century electronics industry and technology amongst other things.

[In this way one does not say that a theory is "wrong" or "right" but it maybe more of less successful or have been enabling as an explanation,workable,viable,I doubt many scientists have conviction that any given theory is "true" in a literal sense,save perhaps for those that seem unable to be overhauled like "natural selection".The whole nature of science is a dynamic and a theory of everything in a sense defeats what science is - an ongoing process of discovery and explanation.QP has enabled things to be done via the model it describes, and as New Scientist reported it maybe that QP is in trouble,but this is no great shock. To those outside science who scoff and say "Ha,you got it wrong again!" they only show how massively they do not understand science.No one thinks it is "right" in the first place,it just works as a description and allows other things to happen,what matters is that it is coincident with observation,as soon as we find that it isn't it must be overhauled,that is the great power of science - the ability to change,and that is why it has worked so effectively for so long -LB]

In the 1930s at last one had if you like,the equation of everything on a T-shirt,we now call it the Dirac equation [see world33.rtf @mworld.html@nbci] which describes the way that electrons behave in atoms,that equation in principle underpins everything in chemistry, biology,life,but nobody's solved it.

Melvyn Bragg : What about now?

Frank Close : At the moment,we are again at one of these states where all the phenomena that we've seen and know,we are getting very exciting feelings that there is a unity to them that we are analogous if you like to the 1930s to being able to write an equation not quite on a T-shirt,let alone to be able to solve it,which in principle might describe everything that there is,whether it does or not,is for experiment to decide,and I think that exciting though this is,ubiquitous as it is,it is indeed the experiments that will be performed in about 5 years from now at CERN that are going to go to extremes,the first moments after the big bang [See big-gang.html@nbci] if you like simulated in the lab,to see if it really was like that,or whether we only just think it was like that,because if it turns out that those experiments show that there's something out there that we haven't dreamt of yet,we will have to take that on board,and revise everything.

[This is indicative of the whole mentality of science,of complete scrubbing and starting again if it needs it.All other views try to hold onto things which cannot be.Science is prepared to hold it's hands up,admit its model is not viable and create a new one.
No other doctrine is this flexible in its approach to the real world,that is why science is the only real alternative as a description from man -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Nancy Cartwright,do you think that this search for a Theory of Everything a solution or a  cluster of facts written in "Ubiquity" which make for a solution.D'you think that that is some kind of religious impulse,as much as anything else?

Nancy Cartwright : I think that Frank thinks that,and I'm not very clear about the psychological motivations that drive us. I know that it's something that has come again and again throughout the history of humanity,we've looked for unity,we never achieve it,but I don't think it's the only metaphysical or religious drive we have.I  think that there is the exactly counter drive,that ....well there's the simple way that people think in terms of  intellectual history,it's between the enlightenment and romanticism,and in a sense the enlightenment stood for unity,unity of ...all people are the same,and romanticism has been a movement that says,"pay attention to the differences pay attention to Nature which is highly varied",and I think we have both drives,

[It's been my observation that this simple division characterises the leaning in people, one might side the romantic with a female outlook,playing up emotions over reason,and the enlightenment (a period I particularly favour) as being the height of intellectual prowess.It seems to me that today we maybe seeing a convergence of these two things,and a "unity" is coming about accommodating and ameliorating that division.Notably the religious or female perspectives or romanticisms are having to put aside their revulsion of science as reductionist over simplified view because of such ideas as those Mark is articulating.Similarly and conversely,science is becoming less elitist and placing less emphasis on objectivity (which worries me).Because of brain research the subjective personal world is under interrogation by science,and the romantic/religious view is a personal view,it wouldn't surprise me that within some small number of decades we see a single intellectual view,even as individuals we do have both drives -LB]

I'm very fond of...the reason I call my book "The Dappled World" is because I'm often confronted with this aesthetic or religious ideal of unity,and told that if one gives that up one's giving up the whole beauty and excitement of physics,

[ I think as I've said before,that the unity comes not from some religious sense but from an urge to explain a single universe in singular terms.If there are many explanations they could be mutually at odds with each other,and it's hard to reconcile more than once explanation which is not consistent with another as being viable.Indeed,this is how I say that religious models cannot be viable,they mutually conflict.
There is only one universe,it cannot work in multiple ways according to how you see it,and it is this that drives the scientist,not a religious sense of unity.As it shows in mathex4.html@nbci unity can coexist with diversity and this presents no paradox for science  In mathexp.html Davis and Hersh say "Can we conclude that mathematics is a form of religion, and in fact the true religion?".If we were to be religious at all,that must be true -LB]

and I myself,have always had a totally different aesthetic,the one of Gerard Manley Hopkins,who says,you know his poem "Pied Beauty" - "Glory be to God for dappled things".

Melvyn Bragg : "Glory be to God for dappled things".Yeah.
I want to come back to this idea of ubiquity to end on though.Mark Bucannon you do suggest in your book,that human history maybe governed by the same underlying principles as govern the fluctuations in this pile of sand.
Let's go back to this intriguing pile of sand.Could you briefly tell us you make that leap?

[That's the sort of view I have,that the net behaviour of systems,like societies,have the same behaviour as a species etc. You see "The Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire" as starting developing and ending,so too in all the other great cultures.A parabola.
A net behaviour that one might not see with one's nose too close to the ground.A wider view makes these objects apparent by seeing in terms of larger numbers.Such similar events take place in computer simulations of life (ie John Conway,and the myriad social based games derived therefrom,like SimCity etc) .Such games work because like real life they rise develop and fall into ruin.
Oddly enough,for the first time in history we maybe uniquely placed to defeat this principle, because of the communication network,the web may indeed act very much as a web binding together the factions that might be at odds with each other.At least it has that potential,whether we exploit it remains to be seen -LB]

Mark Bucannon : Okay well again,it's through this mathematical pattern which is the power law,which is a very special kind of pattern that you don't find arising very easily in Nature,at least on our earlier understanding.Now it seems to be emerging in many different cases at many levels. It turns out that there is some statistics on ....it's not easy to get a mathematical handle on history of course,but if you try to do so,you can look at for example,the statistics of the wars that have occurred over the past 5 centuries,and there's a guy from the University of Kentucky named Jack Levy who's done this and he finds a quite accurate power law for..if you take the grimmest of all statistics,which is the number of casualties,just to get some measure on the size of the conflict,then if you look over 5 centuries,wars follow exactly the same statistical pattern as do earthquakes.
 So even though it may shock our sensibilities to believe that the political fabric could somehow be following a pattern that is quite similar the way stresses and strains build up in the Earth's crust,perhaps they also build up in the fabric of international relations,certainly the mathematics,suggests that that is a possibility,and all I really want to suggest is that one ought to take on board the idea that is a theoretical possibility and instead of trying to interpret these complex systems in terms of older ideas from physics,be they cycles or simple linear progressions,we ought to start to think about,the kinds of mathematical patterns of change that arise in the more complicated systems that physicists are looking at,such as the pile of grains.

Melvyn Bragg : Well thank you all very much indeed it was er....I hope people were enlightened as I think I am a little bit,thank you very much.Next week I'll be discussing the Tudors that burst from the Medieval world via those invaders from Wales that set it off,with John Guy and Christine Carpenter.

